
Infinity Trail
is a moderate to difficult 

3km hike
filled with an infinite number of 

challenges & incredible photo ops

From the North Washroom Shack head west on the main gravel road, 
pass the West Washroom Shack and cross the creek. 

Find the Quarry Trail sign at the fork in the road directing you to take the path to the right.
Now look to the right and find the Infinity Trail sign posted just within the tree-line on the hill.

Follow the grassy trail which skirts along the tree-line heading north west.

Follow the path as it leads 
deeper into the woods 

where you will start to see 
the handiwork of our 

resident beavers

The Infinity Trail becomes quite hilly and requires a fair bit of agility in scrambling over fallen 
trees,  avoiding hidden roots and of course the biggest challenge, crossing the creek. 

Once across the creek, look for a trail that leads up a steep hill and follow this path as it 
zigzags through the woods.  Be wary of a section on the trail  where the ground becomes 

deceptively soft under a carpet of boggy moss.   The trail will emerge back on solid ground 
where you need to turn left and climb another steep hill where the trail joins the Summit Trail.  
Turn right and then stay left as the path leads you into a meadow.  Follow the meadow path 

back to a clearing above the sand dunes & follow the road back to the park.

Watch for a path leading 
upward to the left, this is the 
path to follow to complete 

the Infinity Trail loop.  

For a slight detour, before 
you take the trail to the 
left, continue straight 

ahead and navigate thru 
some fallen trees.

 This “no exit” path will 
offer additional photo ops 

of the beavers’ habitat 
which includes their very 

own Infinity pool. 


